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I. INTRODUCTION  8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Leonard M. Jones and my business address is One Ameren Plaza, 10 

1901 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63103. 11 

Q. Are you the same Leonard M. Jones who sponsored direct and rebuttal 12 

testimony on behalf of Ameren Illinois Company in this proceeding? 13 

A. Yes, I am. 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony? 15 

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of 16 

Illinois Commerce Commission (Commission) Staff and Intervenors.  Specifically I 17 

respond to the rebuttal testimonies of Staff witness Dr. David Brightwell, Citizens Utility 18 

Board (CUB) witness Ms. Rebecca Devens, and Comverge, Inc. (Comverge) witness Mr. 19 

Frank Lacey.  20 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in support of your testimony? 21 

A. No.   22 
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II. DISCUSSION REGARDING $0 CREDIT 23 

Q. Mr. Jones, both Dr. Brightwell and Ms. Devens continue to oppose Ameren 24 

Illinois Company's (AIC) proposal where there are no longer any funds by which to 25 

pay a credit to a customer participating in the Peak Time Rebate (PTR)  program. 26 

What is AIC's position concerning this issue? 27 

A. AIC, for purposes of this proceeding and with reservation, will modify the tariff 28 

to exclude the provision that would allow a zero credit to apply. To be clear, the situation 29 

where a zero credit could have applied required two conditions to be met: 1) funds from 30 

the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc (MISO) by which to pay a credit 31 

have been depleted, and 2) the PTR program envisioned under Section 16-108.6(g) of the 32 

Illinois Public Utilities Act (Act) is not expected to continue into a future Program Year.   33 

The PTR program will not begin until the summer of 2016 and may continue 34 

through the summer of 2022.  In that time, the MISO protocols could change by which 35 

AIC will be better able to manage the circumstances of depleting funds by which to 36 

compensate a customer for a curtailment. Or, with the passage of time AIC might 37 

conceive of the means by which to avoid the circumstance of depleting funds. There is 38 

also the possibility that even after the PTR program is fully engaged, there can be 39 

changes that would mitigate against participating customers not being compensated 40 

which is the concern of not only Staff and CUB, but  AIC as well.  41 

Q. You indicated the withdrawal of the above referenced tariff language was 42 

with reservation. Can you elaborate? 43 

A. As indicated above, there may be opportunities to resolve or avoid the $0 credit 44 

issue. Nonetheless, AIC reserves the right to modify the PTR tariff should it conclude 45 
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that despite using its best efforts, there will be circumstances when there are no funds by 46 

which to compensate customers. As I understand, the utility always has the right to seek a 47 

modification to tariffs on file, but we want to be clear on the matter. In the end, AIC will 48 

not put shareholder funds at risk when it has been reasonable and prudent in its provision 49 

of utility services. 50 

Q.  Do you intend to address Staff and CUB criticisms of AIC's position about 51 

the $0 credit matter? 52 

A.  Yes, even though AIC is willing to move forward without the subject tariff 53 

language, we want the Commission sufficiently informed and the record complete.     54 

III. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS DR. BRIGHTWELL 55 

Q.  Dr. Brightwell makes mention that AIC should not call events when there are 56 

no funds by which to compensate customers. How do you respond? 57 

A.  Dr. Brightwell's open mindedness about this a matter is appreciated.  Dr. 58 

Brightwell appears to recognize an alternative to not calling a MISO Emergency Event 59 

may be warranted.  It is my understanding that for AIC to be paid by the MISO, the Load 60 

Modifying Resource (LMR) registered with MISO must be available for curtailment.  61 

Thus, calling MISO Emergency Events is key to the success of the PTR program.     62 

Q. What recommendation did Dr. Brightwell offer regarding the alternative to 63 

paying a $0 PTR Credit?   64 

A. Dr. Brightwell suggested that the number of test events (i.e., Scheduled Events) in 65 

any Program Year be managed to ensure funds remain for potential events (i.e., 66 

Emergency Events).  Any funds remaining at the end of the Program Year would then be 67 
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allocated to PTR participants on a per customer or per kWh basis in an annual 68 

reconciliation.  The Staff proposal may have merit, and it is possible AIC would consider 69 

such an approach if it later sought to amend the PTR program or tariff.  While the 70 

Commission rejected this approach in the Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd) 71 

case, different facts and newer information may warrant a different conclusion.  I note, 72 

too, that the issue pertains to the final year of the operation of the PTR tariff.  Unlike the 73 

suggestion in the ComEd case where the reconciliation mechanism was to apply in every 74 

year, Dr. Brightwell’s suggested provision may be better received if applied only in the 75 

final year of PTR operation.   76 

Q. Dr. Brightwell comments on the likelihood of exhausting funds in the year 77 

the PTR program becomes inoperative.  Please respond. 78 

A.  I agree with Dr. Brightwell that based on the various milestone check-points in 79 

the EIMA, AIC will likely have clarity of when the PTR program may become 80 

inoperative and such information could be used to adjust the number of Scheduled Events 81 

to call.     82 

Q.  Regarding the pilot program that Comverge is recommending, what is 83 

Staff's position? 84 

A.   Dr. Brightwell correctly notes the key purpose for a pilot would be to determine 85 

the possible incremental reduction in capacity. He acknowledges the Commission has 86 

already ordered a Direct Load Control (DLC)  pilot program in ComEd’s territory, and 87 

concludes the reduced capacity in AIC’s service territory can be approximated from those 88 

results, rendering an AIC pilot of DLC technology unnecessary. I agree with Dr. 89 

Brightwell’s statements.  90 
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Q. While Dr. Brightwell concurs that no pilot is necessary, he does offer that 91 

should one be ordered, his secondary recommendation is that the Commission 92 

ensure that the pilot’s experimental design accounts for potential sample selection 93 

bias. Do you agree? 94 

A.   Yes.   95 

IV. RESPONSE TO CUB WITNESS MS. DEVENS 96 

Q.  What was Ms. Devens response to your rebuttal testimony as it related to 97 

AIC's concerns that there may not be funds by which to compensate customers? 98 

A.  Ms. Devens reaffirms her original position that customers should be compensated 99 

for load reductions.  Unlike Dr. Brightwell, Ms. Devens did not offer any additional 100 

recommendations to consider.   101 

Q.  Ms. Devens testifies it is AIC’s responsibility to ensure that funding is 102 

available to credit customers for usage reductions in response to Curtailment Events. 103 

Do you agree? 104 

A.  No, not really.  AIC cannot guarantee there will always be funding as Ms. Devens 105 

seems to suggest.  Section 16-108.6(g) of the Act directs utilities to secure funding from 106 

markets or programs at the applicable regional transmission organization.  If the market 107 

prices from the 2013/2014 planning year repeat (or are similarly low), AIC would barely 108 

have enough funds for one Curtailment Event.  If more than a few hours of Emergency 109 

Event curtailments are subsequently called, funding could be depleted well before full 110 

payment to PTR participants.  This could occur without AIC initiating any Scheduled 111 

Events.  AIC’s responsibility can only extend to circumstances under its control.  Ms. 112 
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Devens never explains why these occurrences, as I have described, are manageable by the 113 

utility.   114 

Q.  Ms. Devens claims it would be due to imprudence on AIC's part if the MISO 115 

funds for discretionary Scheduled Events prior to MISO calling an Emergency 116 

Event were exhausted. Do you agree? 117 

A. No, not all.  First Ms. Devens offers no factual basis, or even a plausible scenario, 118 

for her remarks.  The reality is, AIC could do everything right and there still could be a 119 

possibility that the MISO funds would be depleted.  120 

Q.  Please explain.  121 

A.  Ms. Devens argues that “funding from MISO would be exhausted only if Ameren 122 

had already spent all of the funds for the year on discretionary, i.e., non-emergency, 123 

curtailment events.” (CUB Ex. 2.0, lines 36-37)  In fact, MISO may call Emergency 124 

Events up to 5 times for 4 hours, or 20 hours total.  The 20 hour value is identical to the 125 

value AIC proposed to use in its PTR Credit calculation.  If funding from MISO is 126 

insufficient to generate a 50 cent/kWh PTR Credit, fewer than 20 hours are proposed to 127 

be used.  If AIC must use fewer than 20 hours in the determination of the PTR Credit, 128 

and MISO subsequently calls 20 hours of Emergency Event curtailments, funding will 129 

likely be depleted.  Or, even if 20 hours are used to determine the PTR Credit amount, 130 

funding could be depleted if customers respond by reducing usage by an amount greater 131 

than anticipated during earlier Emergency Events, leaving no funds to provide to 132 

customers in the last Emergency Event.   133 
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Or if 20 hours are used to determine the PTR Credit amount and MISO had not called 134 

any Emergency Events in the prior several years, AIC may reasonably initiate a 135 

Scheduled Event in mid-summer where system peaks are nearing forecast peaks for the 136 

year.  Circumstances within MISO could change rapidly in the ensuing weeks where they 137 

subsequently call 20 hours of Emergency Events.  In this scenario, AIC would likely 138 

exhaust remaining MISO funds prior to the end of the Program Year.    139 

Q.  Does Ms. Devens attempt to account for any of these scenarios?  140 

A. No, she does not, and I had essentially made these same points in my earlier 141 

testimony.  142 

Q. Is there a utility precedent for requesting customers to curtail usage 143 

voluntarily without compensation?  144 

A. Yes.  Utilities, including some of the legacy AIC utilities, have called on 145 

customers to reduce usage in times of system emergencies.  Customers responding to 146 

these voluntary events did not receive compensation.  Similarly, AIC would likely call on 147 

all customers for voluntary load reductions if MISO were to call an Emergency Event in 148 

order to maintain system reliability. Even if the MISO funding for PTR Curtailment 149 

Events were to be exhausted at some point in the future and the PTR program is in its 150 

final year, it makes sense for AIC to use the PTR communications infrastructure as one 151 

communications method used to request customer load reductions to help provide 152 

continuity of service in the instance of a system emergency.  Ignoring the availability of 153 

the PTR communications tool in instances like this simply because no funds are available 154 

for a credit would be short-sighted. 155 
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Q. Ms. Devens, in her discussion about the $0 PTR Credit, questions your 156 

testimony as pointing to the approved ComEd tariff in support of the $0 PTR Credit.  157 

Is this consistent with your testimony? 158 

A.  No.  The section of testimony that Ms. Devens references pertains to the question 159 

of whether  the PTR program is linked to continuation of Section 16-108.5 of the Act, a 160 

point initially disputed by Dr. Brightwell.  As noted in my rebuttal testimony, the ICC 161 

approved ComEd’s Rider PTR tariff language making Rider PTR inoperative when 162 

Section 16-108.5 of the Act becomes inoperative except to provide customers any credits 163 

that may be owed at the time of the tariff termination.  Presumably, if the ComEd tariff is 164 

inoperative except to disburse any credits that may be owed, no more Curtailment Events 165 

will be called.  I do not claim to know what ComEd will do if their funding is exhausted 166 

in the final year of PTR operation and PJM subsequently calls Emergency Events.     167 

V. RESPONSE TO COMVERGE WITNESS LACEY 168 

Q. Mr. Lacey take issue with AIC's position that a pilot for DLC technology is 169 

not required. What is his reasoning? 170 

A. Mr. Lacey states that a DLC PTR pilot program is necessary to compare the 171 

demand response results of PTR participants with and without DLC devices, and to 172 

provide answers to questions raised in his direct testimony and the Commission’s Interim 173 

Order in the ComEd PTR case (Docket No. 12-0484).  Mr. Lacey also states a DLC PTR 174 

pilot program is needed because the amount of curtailment notification time given to PTR 175 

participants rather than the LMR registration will influence how much demand reduction 176 

is achieved.    177 
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Q.  As to the first reason, comparing the demand response results of PTR 178 

participants with and without DLC devices, and other questions raised in the 179 

ComEd Interim Order, is a DLC PTR pilot program needed at AIC to answer those 180 

questions?   181 

A.   No.  As stated in my rebuttal testimony, many of the key findings from the 182 

ComEd DLC pilot, especially those pertaining to the amount of load curtailed with or 183 

without technology, to be applicable to Ameren Illinois.  Differences in the amount of 184 

load curtailed by customers with and without technology in the ComEd pilot could be 185 

extrapolated for use by AIC, which will impact total funding received.   186 

Q. Please explain. 187 

A. For example, if the ComEd pilot results show that 25% more load is curtailed due 188 

to DLC, then with this information Ameren Illinois could deduce that a comparable 189 

reduction would likely be achieved.  Based on this information Ameren Illinois could 190 

estimate how much funding could be affected.  191 

Q. As to the second reason, that the amount of notice time given to PTR 192 

participants rather than the notification time within the LMR registration will 193 

influence how much demand reduction is achieved, how do you respond?   194 

A. As Mr. Gregory Weiss and I discussed in rebuttal testimony, MISO allows entities 195 

to register their LMR assets with a curtailment notification period extending out to 12 196 

hours.  I see no reason why the benefit of the 12 hour notification period for a MISO 197 

Emergency Event cannot be extended to customers.  Customers signed up to receive 198 

notification via e-mail or text message will be notified as soon as practical after AIC 199 

receives notification from MISO.  Customers signed up to receive notification via a 200 
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phone call could be notified the evening prior if received before, say, 9 p.m., or early in 201 

the morning on the day of the event if the MISO notifies AIC after 9 .pm. of an 202 

impending event.  Thus, even for Emergency Events, customers will receive advance 203 

notice at times when they are likely home, allowing them to adjust energy usage 204 

according to their needs.     205 

Q. Mr. Lacey does not accept that average usage reductions observed in AIC’s 206 

Power Smart Pricing (Rider PSP or PSP) riders are relevant to PTR.  How do you 207 

respond?   208 

A. Both PSP and PTR customers share a common theme, and that is customers can 209 

save money if they react.  I disagree with Mr. Lacey as to the relevance of Rider PSP.  210 

The PSP program has shown that customers will react to an alert to save money.  211 

Providing the amount of PSP demand reduction in my rebuttal testimony was not meant 212 

to be taken as an expectation of PTR demand reduction.  Rather, it is evidence that PSP 213 

customers reduced demand in order to achieve savings.  The amount of PTR demand 214 

reduction will be studied and estimated later as we grow near the 2016 MISO program 215 

year.  AIC will use the results of this PTR demand reduction study when it registers the 216 

PTR program as a LMR with MISO.  217 

Q. Mr. Lacey is critical of your example of a simple payback of 391 years for a 218 

$150 DLC device at the current MISO capacity price.  Please respond.   219 

A. My point for providing that example is that DLC technology is expensive relative 220 

to current market prices, and do not justify the added costs.  At the assumed DLC cost 221 

and PTR Credit levels, it would take a very long time for the added cost of the DLC 222 

device to pay for itself through the PTR program.  But before committing AIC’s 223 
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customers to absorb additional cost for DLC devices, it would be prudent to wait and see 224 

if the market indeed moves sufficiently in the direction that would appear to support a 225 

more immediate payback.     226 

Q. Mr. Lacey comments the other scenarios provided in the rebuttal case 227 

showing DLC payback anywhere from 3.25 to 30 years, indicates residential level 228 

technology deployed must be paid for by the utility.  What is your reaction? 229 

A. I do not understand why Mr. Lacey believes the incremental cost of purchasing 230 

DLC devices should be transferred to AIC and its customers.   231 

Q. But doesn’t AIC’s cost-benefit analysis in the AMI rehearing proceeding 232 

mentioned by Mr. Lacey support the need for a utility funded DLC pilot program?   233 

A. No.  The benefit value in the AMI rehearing proceeding (Docket No. 12-0244) 234 

was determined assuming AIC would not be the entity providing DLC devices to 235 

customers, and that the customer would bear the full cost of the DLC devices assumed in 236 

the AMI cost / benefit analysis.   237 

Q. Mr. Lacey responds to your criticism that no cost-benefit analysis has been 238 

provided in AIC’s proceeding concerning the cost effectiveness of a DLC PTR 239 

program, unlike that which was performed in the ComEd PTR proceeding, by 240 

stating the ComEd DLC PTR pilot program was not ordered based on the results of 241 

that analysis.  What is the importance of the DLC PTR cost-benefit analysis? 242 

A. The first paragraph of the “Commission Analysis and Conclusions” in the “Direct 243 

Load Control (“DLC”) Technology” section of the Interim Order in the ComEd 244 

proceeding (Docket No. 12-0484, pg. 30) states “The Commission believes that there are 245 
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too many unanswered questions at this point to decide whether DLC should be provided 246 

to all PTR participants.”  The paragraph goes on to discuss various cost benefit scenarios 247 

where differing amounts of average load reduction were used.  A key input into the 248 

analysis was the average amount of load reduction a DLC device would provide over 249 

customers without DLC devices.  The Commission ordered the ComEd DLC PTR pilot 250 

program to provide more certainty for the DLC demand reduction inputs into the ComEd 251 

cost-benefit analysis.   252 

As stated previously, AIC can incorporate the DLC demand reduction results of 253 

the ComEd pilot program into a cost-benefit analysis should the Commission order one to 254 

be performed.    255 

Q. Mr. Lacey expresses concerns with any delay that may be caused due to 256 

evaluating the results from the ComEd program.  Do you agree? 257 

A. No.  ComEd is expected to have a DLC PTR pilot program operational for the 258 

summer of 2015.  AIC’s first year of its PTR program is not until the summer of 2016.  259 

Any decision to implement a full-scale DLC PTR program should at a minimum be 260 

accompanied with a cost-benefit analysis to support prudence.  As stated previously, I do 261 

not see a reason why AIC could not incorporate the DLC demand reduction results of the 262 

ComEd pilot program into a cost-benefit analysis should the Commission order one to be 263 

performed.  If the Commission orders Ameren Illinois to perform such a study at the 264 

conclusion of the ComEd pilot, it could be competed in 90 days, and filed with the 265 

Commission to decide if further action is warranted.  266 

Q. Do you have any other observations concerning Mr. Lacey’s rebuttal 267 

testimony? 268 
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A. Yes.  While Mr. Lacey’s goal is to have AIC implement a DLC PTR pilot 269 

program, the ultimate reason for implementing said pilot is to determine if DLC should 270 

be provided to all PTR participants.  There are competitive service and service obligation 271 

policy implications that should be explored prior to extending utility-provided DLC to 272 

PTR participants.  The Commission needs to first answer the question of whether this 273 

product offering should even be considered to come from the utility.  If the competitive 274 

service and service obligation policy implications lead us away from utility provided 275 

DLC, then the need for a pilot program is greatly diminished if not eliminated.    276 

VI. CONCLUSION 277 

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 278 

A. Yes, it does.  279 


